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Technical Data

Project No. 1752
Mileage 174’550 km
Color Blueblackmetallic Blauschwarzmetallic
Color Code 9999
Interior Color
Drive LHD
First Registration 28.04.1988
FIN WP0ZZZ91ZJS151018

€ 99’900.00
We will gladly support you with financing and leasing offers

This original Porsche 1989 911 3.2 liter convertible is in complete original condition.
The mileage is completely understandable, since the vehicle comes from a 3rd owner.
The original color of the vehicle is blue-black metallic 99, a complete leather interior in black, the hood color is black ex works. The
vehicle was delivered to the Porsche Center in Karlsruhe in 04/1988 and all invoices since then are available.
The 911 stands on 7 & 8 x 15 Fuchs rims with new tires. The entire interior is leather-covered, even the fittings, speedometer, rev
counter and clock have been leather-covered by Porsche Exclusive.

The current delivery dates are analogous to the birth certificate.

Before delivery, this one-off will receive a new major maintenance and new tires. The vehicle has the current TÜV / AU incl. H-
approval and a Classic Data report.

VIN: WP0ZZZ91ZJS151018
Vehicle type: 911640 / 3.2 convertible
Engine Type/Number: M930/20
Transmission type/number: G50/00

The vehicle has the following individual equipment:
139 Seat heating, left seat
243 Shortened shifter
340 Heated seat, right seat
439 Electrical convertible top operation

Car Description



Description (Cont'd)

490 sound pack
498 Elimination of the model designation at the rear
559 refrigeration system
567 Windscreen heavily tinted in the upper area
980 Raff leather - seat covers

Please understand that viewing is only possible by appointment - please email: mh@early911s.de or mobile: 0049 172 88 40 640.

We have a fleet of over 400 vehicles.

Errors and changes excepted.


